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Abstract

Language is inherent and compulsory for hu-001
man communication. Whether expressed in a002
written or spoken way, it ensures understand-003
ing between people of the same and different004
regions. With the growing awareness and ef-005
fort to include more low-resourced languages006
in NLP research, African languages have re-007
cently been a major subject of research in008
machine translation, and other text-based ar-009
eas of NLP. However, there is still very little010
comparable research in speech recognition for011
African languages. Interestingly, some of the012
unique properties of African languages affect-013
ing NLP, like their diacritical and tonal com-014
plexities, have a major root in their speech,015
suggesting that careful speech interpretation016
could provide more intuition on how to deal017
with the linguistic complexities of African lan-018
guages for text-based NLP. OkwuGbé is a step019
towards building speech recognition systems020
for African low-resourced languages. Using021
Fon and Igbo as our case study, we conduct022
a comprehensive linguistic analysis of each023
language and describe the creation of end-to-024
end, deep neural network-based speech recog-025
nition models for both languages. We present a026
state-of-the-art ASR model for Fon, as well as027
benchmark ASR model results for Igbo. Our028
linguistic analyses (for Fon and Igbo) provide029
valuable insights and guidance into the cre-030
ation of speech recognition models for other031
African low-resourced languages, as well as032
guide future NLP research for Fon and Igbo.033
The Fon and Igbo models source code will be034
publicly available.035

1 Introduction036

OkwuGbé = Okwu
Igbo

(speech) +Gbé
Fon

(languages)037

OkwuGbé, the union of two words from Igbo038

(Okwu) and Fon (Gbé) means the speech of lan-039

guages, and signifies studying, and integrating au-040

tomatic speech recognition to several African lan-041

guages in an effort to unify them. African lan-042

guages in the past decade received very little to 043

no research in natural language processing (NLP) 044

(Joshi et al., 2020a; Andrew Caines, 2019), prompt- 045

ing recent efforts geared towards improving the 046

state of African languages in NLP (∀ et al., 2020b; 047

Abbott and Martinus, 2018; Siminyu et al., 2020; 048

∀ et al., 2020a). However, there are few works be- 049

ing done on speech for these African languages, as 050

more emphasis is being placed on their text. Due 051

to the largely acoustic nature of African languages 052

(mostly tonal, diacritical, etc), a careful speech 053

analysis of African languages could provide bet- 054

ter insight for text-based NLP involving African 055

languages, as well as supplement the textual data 056

needed for machine translation or language mod- 057

elling. This is what inspired OkwuGbé and the 058

focus on automatic speech recognition. 059

Automatic speech recognition (ASR, or speech- 060

to-text) is a language technology where spoken 061

words are identified, interpreted and converted to 062

text. ASR is changing the way information is ac- 063

cessed, processed, and used. In recent years, ASR 064

achieved state-of-art performances for most west- 065

ern and Asian languages such as English, French, 066

Chinese, Japanese, etc, due to the availability of 067

large quantity of quality speech resources. African 068

languages, on the other hand are still lacking ASR 069

applications. This is mainly due to the lack or un- 070

availability of speech resources for most African 071

Languages (ALs). As contributions: 072

• we provided specific and detailed linguistic 073

analyses about Fon and Igbo (section 2). 074

• we built two end-to-end deep neural networks 075

(E2E DNN) ASR systems for both languages. 076

Our Fon model outperformed the unique ex- 077

isting Fon ASR model so far (Laleye et al., 078

2016). 079

• we designed speech models as speech en- 080

coders trained towards the Connectionist Tem- 081

poral Classification (CTC) (Graves et al., 082
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2006) loss, and achieved promising results083

without huge amounts of training data.084

• we demonstrated that attention mechanism085

(Bahdanau et al., 2016) improved the perfor-086

mance of acoustic models.087

2 Linguistic Analyses of Fon and Igbo088

In this section, we give an extensive linguistic de-089

tails of both languages. Table 1 aims to summarise090

our analysis for the reader.091

2.1 Fon092

Fon (also known as Fongbe) is a native language of093

Benin Republic, spoken in average by more than094

2.2 million people in Benin, in Nigeria, and Togo095

(Eberhard et al., 2020). Fon belongs to the Niger-096

Congo-Gbe languages family, and is a tonal, iso-097

lating and left-behind language according to (Joshi098

et al., 2020b), with a basic Subject-Verb-Object099

(SVO) word order. There are currently about 53 dif-100

ferent dialects of the Fon language spoken through-101

out Benin (Lefebvre and Brousseau, 2002; Capo,102

1991; Eberhard et al., 2020).103

Its alphabet is based on the Latin alphabet, with104

the addition of the letters: ª, ¡, ¢, and the di-105

graphs gb, hw, kp, ny, and xw. There are 10 vowel106

phonemes in Fon: 6 said to be closed [i, u, ı̃, ũ],107

and 4 said to be opened [¢, ª, a, ã]. There are 22108

consonants (m, b, n, ¡, p, t, d, c, j, k, g, kp, gb,109

f, v, s, z, x, h, xw, hw, w). Fon has two phone-110

mic tones: high and low. High is realized as ris-111

ing (low–high) after a consonant. Basic disyllabic112

words have all four possibilities: high-high, high-113

low, low-high, and low-low. In longer phonologi-114

cal words, like verb and noun phrases, a high tone115

tends to persist until the final syllable. If that syl-116

lable has a phonemic low tone, it becomes falling117

(high–low). Low tones disappear between high118

tones, but their effect remains as a downstep. Ris-119

ing tones (low–high) simplify to high after high120

(without triggering downstep) and to low before121

high (Lefebvre and Brousseau, 2002; Capo, 1991).122

Fon makes extensive use of a rich system of tense123

or aspect markers, express many semantic features124

by lexical items, and the periphrastic constructions125

often used are of a more agglutinative nature (Capo,126

1986). Fon nominals are generally preceded by a127

prefix consisting of a vowel (eg. the word a¡ú:128

’tooth’). The quality of this vowel is restricted to129

the subset of non-nasal vowels (Capo, 1991; Duthie130

and Vlaardingerbroek, 1981).131

Reduplication is a morphological process in 132

which the root or stem of a word, or part of it, is 133

repeated. Fon, like the other Gbe languages, makes 134

extensive use of reduplication in the formation of 135

new words, especially in deriving nouns, adjectives, 136

and adverbs from verbs. For instance, the verb lã, 137

which means to cut (both in Fon and Ewe), is nom- 138

inalized by reduplication, yielding lãlã : the act of 139

cutting. Triplication is used to intensify the mean- 140

ing of adjectives and adverbs (Capo, 1991; Duthie 141

and Vlaardingerbroek, 1981). 142

2.2 Igbo 143

Igbo is a native language of the Igbo people, an eth- 144

nic group majorly located in the southeastern part 145

of Nigeria, like Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu, 146

and Imo states, as well as in the northeast of 147

the Delta state and in the southeast of the Rivers 148

state. Outside Nigeria, it is spoken a little bit in 149

Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea. Igbo belongs to 150

the Benue-Congo group of the Niger-Congo lan- 151

guage family and is spoken by over 27 million 152

people (Eberhard et al., 2020). There are approx- 153

imately 30 Igbo dialects, some of which are not 154

mutually intelligible. To illustrate the complexity 155

of Igbo, we quote (Nwaozuzu, 2008): "...almost 156

every community living as few as three kilometers 157

apart has its few linguistic peculiarities. If these 158

tiny peculiarities are isolated and considered to 159

be able to assign linguistic dependence to each of 160

these communities, we shall therefore be boasting 161

of not less than one thousand languages in what 162

we now know as the Igbo language." 163

This large number of dialects and peculiarities 164

inspired the development of a standardized spoken 165

and written Igbo in 1962, called the Standard Igbo 166

(Ohiri-Aniche, 2007) (which we will refer to when 167

we say "Igbo"). However, studies have shown that 168

there are many sounds (mainly consonants) found 169

in some other dialects of Igbo which are lacking 170

in the Standard Igbo orthography. For example, 171

Achebe et al. (2011) discovered about 50 unique 172

speech sounds in Igbo. Morphologically, Igbo is an 173

agglutinating language, with a compounding word 174

formation: e.g., ugbo (vehicle) + igwe (iron) = ug- 175

boigwe (locomotive). Igbo also uses reduplication 176

like Fon. Igbo has 28 consonants and 8 vowels, 177

totalling 36 letters of the alphabet. 178

The sound system of Igbo consists of eight 179

vowel phonemes, and 28 consonant phonemes 180

(Ikekeonwu, 1999). There are four different types 181
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Characteristics Fon Igbo
Spoken where mostly in Benin. Some part of

Nigeria and Togo
mostly in southeastern Nigeria.
A little bit in the Equatorial
Guinea and Cameroon

Speakers (Eberhard et al., 2020) 2.2 million 22 million

Language family tree

Niger-Congo

Atlantic Congo

Volta-Congo

Kwa

Gbe

Fon

Volta-Niger

Igboid

Igbo

Language structure Isolating language Agglutinating language
Alphabet structure 32 letters: 22 consonants, 10

vowels
36 letters: 28 consonants, 8 vow-
els

Special alphabets besides Latin ª, ¡, ¢, ã, gb, hw, kp, ny, and xw. ch, gb, gh, gw, kp, kw, nw, ny,
and sh

Tonal ? Yes. 3 tones: high (/), low (\) and
down step (-)

Yes. 4 tones: high tone (/), low
(\), down step (−), and down drift
(−)

Phoneme structure 10 vowel phonemes and 22 con-
sonant phonemes. Nasalization
is present

28 consonant phonemes and 8
vowel phonemes. Nasalization
is present

Number of dialects about 53 about 30
Reduplication ? Yes, especially in deriving nouns,

adjectives, and adverbs from
verbs.

Yes, sometimes in compounding
word formation: e.g., ugbo (ve-
hicle) + igwe (iron) = ugboigwe
(locomotive).

Code-switching? No Yes

Table 1: Summary analysis of Fon and Igbo

of tones in Igbo language (Odinye and Udechukwu,182

2016). They include: High tone (/), Low tone183

(\), Down step (−) (Rice, 1992), Down drift (−).184

Down drift is only observed in Igbo sentences be-185

cause one can raise or lower the pitch before a186

sentence is completed. Tone is an integral part of a187

word in Igbo. It is the interface of phonology and188

syntax in Igbo because it performs both lexical and189

grammatical functions (Nkamigbo, 2012). Igbo has190

three syllable types: consonant + vowel (the most191

common syllable type), vowel or syllabic nasal.192

Code-switching, the act of “alternation of two193

languages during speech” (Poplack, 1979), is very194

common among Igbo-English bilingual speakers,195

making it an interesting feature for speech recog-196

nition research. Therefore, we will go deeper into197

it.198

G.O and Mbagwu (2007); Obiamalu and 199

Mbagwu (2010) did an extensive research on code- 200

switching among Igbo speakers, where they classi- 201

fied it into three types: borrowing, quasi-borrowing 202

and true code-switching (see Table 2). Borrow- 203

ing in Igbo arises when words from English are 204

inserted into Igbo during speech and the words go 205

through phonological and morphological transfor- 206

mation (mark -> maakigo, table -> tebulu). This 207

is usually because the speaker can not quickly find 208

the Igbo equivalent of the word or such equivalent 209

does not exist. This is illustrated by 1 and 2. In 210

quasi-borrowing, the Igbo equivalents of the En- 211

glish words exist, but the English words are more 212

often used by both monolinguals and bilinguals. It 213

may or may not be assimilated into Igbo, like in 214

borrowing. This is illustrated by 3 and 4. The third 215
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situation, called true code-switching, occurs when216

the speaker purposely chooses to use the English217

word, even though the Igbo equivalent is known218

and always used. This is most common among219

Igbo-English bilinguals. 5 and 6 are good exam-220

ples.221

Type Examples (Igbo | English) Explanation

borrowing
1.O. maakigo (mark) ule ahu. . |
He has marked the examination

The words ‘mark’ and ‘table’ had been
borrowed and assimilated into Igbo
because there are not readily available
in Igbo.

2.O. di. na tebulu (table) | It is on
the table

quasi-
borrowing

3.Obi zu. ru. car o.hu. ru. . | Obi
bought a new car

Even though Igbo has words for ‘car,
some bilinguals still use English words.

4.O. bi zu. ru. u.gbo. ala o.hu. ru. . | Obi
bought a new car

true code-
switching

5.Fela na ecriticize onye o. bu. la.|
Fela criticizes everybody

These cases are true code-switching
because the Igbo words for ‘criticize’,
‘turn’, ‘water’ and ‘wine’ are readily
available in Igbo, but the speaker
chooses to use the English equivalents.

6.Jesus turnu. ru. water o. gho. ro.
wine. | Jesus turned water into
wine

Table 2: Code-switching types and examples. Adapted
from (G.O and Mbagwu, 2007)

3 Related Works222

In this section, we review some related works ac-223

cording to the data resources, the model architec-224

tures and the state of ASR research for Fon and225

Igbo.226

Previous works according to data resources:227

Xu et al. (2020) classified previous works on ASR,228

according to data resources, into rich-resource, low-229

resource and unsupervised settings, as shown in230

Table 3.231

In the rich-resource setting, a large amount of232

paired speech and text data is available for training.233

This amounts up to hundreds of hours by multi-234

ple speakers. Furthermore, pronunciation lexicon235

is also leveraged while training for better results.236

These are the languages with ASR models already237

deployed in the industry. English is a main example238

of this setting. In the low-resource setting, there are239

only about dozen minutes of single-speaker high-240

quality paired data, and few hours of multi-speaker241

low-quality paired data. Compared to the rich-242

resource setting, these data resources contained243

fewer paired data.244

In the extremely low-resource setting, which is245

where our work lies, there are little to no paired246

speech data resources, very low online presence,247

and sometimes no developed pronunciation lexi-248

con rule or language model to improve ASR mod-249

els. Some of these languages also contain few250

unpaired multi-speaker data. This is the case of251

many African languages.252

Previous works according to model archi- 253

tecture: While traditional phonetic-based ap- 254

proaches (Hidden Markov Models) have produced 255

considerable results in the past, we focus on 256

end-to-end speech recognition with deep learn- 257

ing (Chorowski et al., 2014a,b; Hannun et al., 258

2014; Amodei et al., 2015; Chan et al., 2016; Chiu 259

et al., 2018) because they have been shown to pro- 260

duce better results, with little dependence on hand- 261

crafted features and phoneme dictionaries. 262

Chorowski et al. (2014b) introduced an end-to- 263

end continuous ASR using a bidirectional recur- 264

rent neural network (RNN) encoder with an RNN 265

decoder that aligns the input and the output se- 266

quences using the attention mechanism. The model 267

achieved a word error rate (WER) of 18.57% on the 268

TIMIT data set. Hannun et al. (2014); Amodei et al. 269

(2015) presented a state-of-the-art ASR system us- 270

ing E2E DNNs. They introduced a system that does 271

not use any hand-designed language component, 272

nor even the concept of "phoneme". Their result 273

was achieved, as the authors stated in their origi- 274

nal paper, through a well-optimized RNN training 275

system that uses multiple GPUs, as well as a set 276

of novel data synthesis techniques and language 277

models. 278

Following the promising features that E2E 279

DNNs offer, Mamyrbayev et al. (2020) showed 280

in their recent studies that, using them with CTC 281

works without the need for direct inclusion of lan- 282

guage models. 283

State of ASR research for Fon and Igbo: Fon, 284

unlike Igbo, has little to no digital presence. With 285

very few speakers, and almost no online presence, 286

there have been understandably very few tonal anal- 287

ysis or ASR research for this language. The few 288

that exist are mostly by researchers who are na- 289

tive speakers of the language. To the best of our 290

knowledge, there has only been a notable effort 291

from Laleye et al. (2016) to build an ASR for Fon, 292

with a word error rate (WER) of 44.04%, keeping 293

the diacritics whose crucial importance for both 294

performant ASR and neural machine translation 295

(NMT) has been proved by Orife (2018); Dossou 296

and Emezue (2020). This will be discussed later in 297

section 4.3.2. 298

Igbo, on the other hand, has had a lot of tonal 299

and speech analysis research in the past decade, 300

but no public research on E2E DNN ASR, to the 301

best of our knowledge. We opine that this is 302

largely because 1) many old works in the past on 303
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Setting Rich-Resource Low-Resource Extremely Low-Resource

pronunciation lexicon 3 3 7

paired data (single-speaker, high-
quality)

dozens of minutes several minutes 7

paired data (multi-speaker, high-
quality)

hundreds of hours dozens of hours several hours

Data
unpaired speech (single-speaker, high-
quality)

3 dozens of hours 7

unpaired speech (multi-speaker,low-
quality)

3 3 dozens of hours

unpaired text 3 3 very few

Related Work ASR

[(Chorowski et al., 2014a;
Chiu et al., 2018; Chan
et al., 2016; Hannun et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2019;
Mamyrbayev et al., 2020;
Chorowski et al., 2014b;
Hori et al., 2019; Rosen-
berg et al., 2019; Schnei-
der et al., 2019)]

[(Tjandra et al., 2017)]

[Our Work, Laleye et al.
(2016); Xu et al. (2020);
Baevski et al. (2020); Liu
et al. (2020); Ren et al.
(2019)]

Table 3: Data sources to build ASR models and the corresponding related works in the different settings. Adapted
from (Xu et al., 2020)

Igbo focused solely on tonal analysis (Odinye and304

Udechukwu, 2016; Nkamigbo, 2012), and 2) there305

is a lack of open-source speech data to encourage306

further research on exploring ASR with deep learn-307

ing methods, which are known to be data-hungry.308

4 Speech-to-Text Corpora and Data309

Preprocessing310

4.1 Fon Speech-to-Text Corpus311

We got our speech dataset for Fon from the ex-312

isting Fon speech corpus1. The dataset contains313

recordings of the texts by native speakers (includ-314

ing 8 women and 20 men) of Fongbe in a noiseless315

environment. The recordings are sampled at a fre-316

quency of 16Khz. The 28 native speakers have317

spoken around 1500 phrases (daily conversations318

domain). These recordings were made with the319

LigAikuma2 android application. The minimum320

length of a speech sample is 2 seconds and the321

maximum is 5 seconds, giving us an average of 4322

seconds content length. Overall, there are around323

10 hours of speech data that have been collected.324

The dataset has been split into training, validation325

and test data sets. The training set contains 8 hours326

of speech (8235 speech samples), the validation327

data set contains 1500 speech samples and finally328

the test data set contains 669 speech samples. The329

text corpus made of the 1500 sentences used to330

build the speech data set has been scraped from331

1https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/
fongbe-speech-recognition

2https://lig-aikuma.imag.fr/

BéninLangues 3. 332

4.2 Igbo Speech-to-Text Corpus 333

It was very hard to find the data set of Igbo audio 334

samples and their transcripts. We realized that there 335

is a great lacuna: even though there’s been much 336

research on Igbo phonology, there has really not 337

been any (public) efforts to gather any speech-to- 338

text data set for it. 339

The data set for our experiments on Igbo was 340

got through a license from the Linguistic Data Con- 341

sortium (LDC2019S16: IARPA Babel Igbo Lan- 342

guage Pack) (Nikki et al., 2019). It contains ap- 343

proximately 207 hours of Igbo conversational and 344

scripted telephone speech collected in 2014 and 345

2015 along with corresponding transcripts. The 346

data set (hereafter called IgboDataset) is made up 347

of telephone calls representing the Owerri, Onitsha, 348

and Ngwa dialects spoken in Nigeria, sampled at 349

8kHz, and 48kHz. The recordings were very noisy 350

as they were made of phone calls in various envi- 351

ronments including streets, homes, offices, public 352

places, and inside vehicles. 353

To ensure a good data quality, we cleaned the 354

raw speeches by filtering based on: (a) length of 355

text transcriptions, (b) the most frequent sample 356

rate, and (c) the level of noise in the the recording. 357

We obtained a final dataset of 2.5 hours, which we 358

split into train, dev and test sizes of 4000, 100 and 359

100 audio samples respectively. The diacritics were 360

originally removed from the transcripts. 361

3https://beninlangues.com/fongbe
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4.3 Data Preprocessing362

4.3.1 Speech Preprocessing363

Speech signals are made up of amplitudes and fre-364

quencies. To get more information from our speech365

samples, we decided to map them into the fre-366

quency domain using the Discrete Fourier Transfor-367

mation (DFT) (Boashash, 2003; Bracewell, 2000),368

and converted each speech into a narrow-band spec-369

trogram4.370

We used 512 as length of the FFT window, 512371

as the hop-length (number of samples between suc-372

cessive frames) and a hanning windows size is set373

to the length of FFT window.374

For handling the audio data, we used the torchau-375

dio utility from PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019). We376

used Spectrogram Augmentation (SpecAugment)377

(Park et al., 2019) as a form of data augmenta-378

tion: we cut out random blocks of consecutive time379

and frequency dimensions. Mel-Spectograms were380

generated from each speech samples with some381

fine-tuned hyper-parameters:382

• sample_rate: sample rate of audio signal, set383

to 16000 hertz (16 kHz) for Fon and 8000384

hertz (8 kHz) for Igbo.385

• n_mels: number of mel filterbanks, set to 128386

for Fon and 64 for Igbo.387

4.3.2 Text Preprocessing388

Scholars like Orife (2018) and Dossou and Emezue389

(2020) have shown in their studies that keeping390

the diacritics reduces lexical disambiguation and391

provides more morphological information to neu-392

ral machine translation models. Additionally, dia-393

critics relay the pronunciation tone and the sound394

generated, leading to an improved understanding395

of the sentences and their contexts.396

Fon (a) Igbo (b)

to (ambiguous and uncertain)

tó (ear) tò (sea) tô (country)

akwa (ambiguous and uncertain)

ákwà (cloth) ākwá (egg) ákwá (to cry)

Table 4: Examples of tonal inflection with Fon and Igbo

For Fon, a good example of the importance can397

be seen in Table 4 (a) where we demonstrate that398

removing diacritics from a word could lead to am-399

biguity and result in the confusion of the word.400

Therefore, we preprocessed the textual data with-401

out removing the diacritics.402

4http://www.glottopedia.org/index.php/Spectrogram

For Igbo, unfortunately the IgboDataset was orig- 403

inally stripped of its diacritics. Therefore, we were 404

not able to encode any diacritical information. 405

5 Models Architectures and Experiments 406

Whereas in data scenarios as the ones we presented 407

in this paper, it would have been wiser to typically 408

start from a pre-trained model, we chose to ex- 409

plore RNN-based models from scratch. The main 410

reasons for this choice are: (a) the lack of compu- 411

tational resources, (b) the goal of having a simpler 412

model architecture, which achieves reasonable per- 413

formance, (c) the end goal of having a simple but 414

efficient library for lower communities that can not 415

afford expensive computational resources to build 416

ASR systems for their languages. 417

5.1 Model Architecture 418

Related works have shown that we can increase 419

model capacity, in order to efficiently learn from 420

large speech datasets, by adding more hidden lay- 421

ers rather than making each layer larger. Graves 422

et al. (2013) explored increasing the number of con- 423

secutive bidirectional recurrent layers, and Amodei 424

et al. (2015) proposed the Deep Speech2, which 425

among a number of optimization techniques, ex- 426

tensively applied batch normalization (Ioffe and 427

Szegedy, 2015) to the deep RNNs. 428

Furthermore, Chorowski et al. (2014a) showed 429

that the use of Bahdanau (additive) attention mech- 430

anism (Bahdanau et al., 2016) could reduce the 431

phoneme or word error rate (WER) of the ASR 432

model. This is possible because the attention mech- 433

anism forces the decoder to make monotonic align- 434

ment and hence improve the predictions. 435

Our model architecture, shown in Figure 1, 436

draws inspiration from these research findings. 437

While our model at its core is similar to Deep 438

Speech 2, our key improvements are: 439

• the exploration of the combination of Bidirec- 440

tional Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTMs) 441

and Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Units (Bi- 442

GRUs) for low-resource ASR. 443

• the integration of the Bahdanau attention 444

mechanism, which effect has been demon- 445

strated on Fon. 446

Our model has two main neural network modules: 447

N -blocks of Residual Convolutional Neural Net- 448

works (rCNNs) (He et al., 2015, 2016) and M - 449

blocks each of BiLSTMs and BiGRUs. Each rCNN 450

block is made of two CNN layers, two dropout lay- 451
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Figure 1: Architecture of the best model for Fon and Igbo, with an expansion of each component of the rCNN
block and BiGRU block.

ers and two normalization layers (Ba et al., 2016)452

for the CNN inputs. We leveraged the power of453

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract454

abstract features by converting speeches into spec-455

trograms. RNNs process the abstract features pro-456

duced by the rCNNs, step by step, making a pre-457

diction for each frame while using context from458

previous frames. We use BiRNN’s (Schuster and459

Paliwal, 1997) because we want the context of not460

only the frame before each timestep, but the fol-461

lowing as well. This helps the model make better462

predictions.463

5.2 Experiments464

For Igbo, to support our claim of the importance of465

data quality, we trained two ASR models: one with466

all speech samples, and the another solely with the467

cleaned samples.468

Throughout our experiments, we explored differ-469

ent model architectures with various number of con- 470

volutional and bidirectional recurrent layers. The 471

best ASR model, shown on Figure 1 has 5 blocks 472

of rCNNs, 3 blocks each of BiLSTMs and BiGRUs, 473

with attention incorporated into each component of 474

the BiGRU block. Also, we used a form of Batch 475

Normalization throughout the model. 476

We got the best evaluation results with the fol- 477

lowing hyper-parameters: 478

• max learning_rate: 5e-4 (for Fon), 3e-4 (for 479

Igbo) 480

• batch_size: 20 (for Fon), 20 (for Igbo). 481

• (N,M ): (5, 3) for Fon and Igbo. 482

• embedding_size: 512 483

• epochs: 500 (for Fon) and 1000 (for Igbo), 484

with early stopping after 100 epochs. 485

• activation_function: GeLU (Hendrycks and 486

Gimpel, 2016) 487

• optimizer: AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 488
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2019) (Fon), Nesterov accelerated descent489

(Nesterov, 1983) (Igbo)490

We used two metrics to evaluate the models: the491

Character Error Rate (CER) and the WER. WER492

uses the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966)493

to compare reference text and hypothesis text in494

word-level.495

6 Results496

Models Fon Igbo (without cleaning)
(rCNN) CER WER CER WER

+BiGRUs 22.0831 59.66 - -
+BiLSTMs 24.2783 61.46 - -

+BiLSTMs+BiGRUs 16.9581 47.05 56.00 64.00
+BiLSTMs+BiGRUs+Attn 18.7976 42.50 50.12 (92.67) 55.03 (97.99)

(Laleye et al., 2016) - 44.09 - -

Table 5: CER (%), and WER (%) of different models
on Fon and Igbo (original and cleaned) test datasets.

Fon Decoded Predictions Fon Decoded Targets
tª ce xwe yªyª din tªn ª ci gblagadaa tª ce xwe yªyª din tªn ª ci gblagadaa

eo mi sa aakpan nu mi eo mi sa akpan nu mi
fit¢ a gosin xwe yi gbe fit¢ a go sin xwe yin gbe

e kpo kp¢¡é e kpo kp¢¡e
akw¢ c¢ gbadé jí ¡axim¢ akw¢ j¢ gbadé ji ¡axim¢

Table 6: Decoded Predictions and Targets of the best
Fon ASR Model

We show that implementing attention mecha-497

nism reduced the WER by 5-6% for both languages.498

Our Fon ASR model outperformed the current Fon499

ASR model with diacritics of Laleye et al. (2016).500

For Igbo, our results serve as a benchmark.501

Table 6 shows some decoded predictions and502

targets from the Fon ASR model, which are very503

similar. Common mistakes (colored), happen most504

often at a character level where a character is ei-505

ther omitted, added or replaced by another one;506

mistakes often practically not distinguishable in507

speaking.508

In Table 5, one may observe the large difference509

between the CER and WER on Fon language, un-510

like Igbo. We strongly believe that this is due to511

the fact that the character set for Fon contains all512

the possible diacritics for each letter of the Fon513

alphabet, making it extremely large (compared to514

the set of Igbo characters which had no diacritical515

information). To further support our claim, a close516

observation of the targets and predictions in Table517

6 reveals that the errors are mostly due to omis-518

sion or mismatch of diacritics for the characters (‘e’519

predicted instead of ‘é ’ in row 4 or a space added520

between ‘go’ and ‘sin’ in row 3 ).521

7 Future Work 522

Our work shows promising results considering 523

the small training sizes, and we have presented 524

a state-of-the-art ASR model for Fon. Our future 525

attempt towards improving the current Fon system 526

will be leveraging transfer learning techniques on 527

transformers-based like (Conneau et al., 2020), 528

whose core is its Transformer encoder, which has 529

been trained on huge corpora of French Speech 530

data. 531

For Igbo language, as we showed that data qual- 532

ity is crucial for the performance, the next stage 533

involves incorporating diacritical information in 534

the ASR model. We have begun by gathering new 535

speech dataset which include the diacritics, soon 536

available on CommonVoices. 537
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